Softball drops opener to Clark

By Minor Huffman

The women's softball team lost its season opener Wednesday to Clark, 11-9. The Engineers displayed some opening day jitters and were unable to gain the lead after falling behind early.

The game was tied after the first inning, with Clark and MIT exchanging two-run scores. Clark then capitalized on three MIT errors and exploded for a five-run second inning.

The Engineers were unshaken and came back to score three runs, making the score 7-5. Nik Pantelias '88 started the rally with a single to center. After a fielder's choice left a runner at first, Carol Cantwell '88 doubled deep to right center to score MIT's first run of the inning. The Engineers held Clark to a single run in the third.

A sacrifice bunt advanced Cantwell to third, and co-captain Julie Chen '89 drove Cantwell in with a single to left. Chen showed some smart baserunning by stealing second, and was sent home by a Diana DiMassa '89 double.

The Engineers held Clark to a single run in the third, then closed the gap to 7-6. Once again, Pantelias started the rally, this time singling to right center and came back to score three runs, making the score 7-5.
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